Press Release

Green welcomes small and medium-sized companies to the data centre

Green opens up its state-of-the-art data centres to small and medium-sized companies. With a colocation range starting at a third of a rack, Green is catering for companies who want to find a secure and low-cost home for their servers.

Brugg, 18th October 2016 – Green Datacenter, the leading Swiss data centre provider, is launching a new colocation range for those with low-capacity needs. The new packages from one third of a rack to six racks can now be ordered online.

Up until now, large commercial data centres with suitable security standards were reserved for large companies with several dozen square metres of server space. However, Green has identified the specific potential of start-ups and companies with a simpler IT infrastructure. “A great deal of investment is involved in server rooms that meet today’s standards. Therefore, the trend in favour of outsourcing to commercial data centres is still continuing,” Green CEO Frank Boller explained.

“Thanks to our new standardised and preconfigured colocation zones, we can offer companies server housing services at extremely attractive prices. And all this with a maximum setup time of 24 hours for rack units,” revealed Frank Boller.

The new colocation range can be ordered online and is in no way inferior to the spaces provided for large-scale customers. Currently, clients can choose either Green data centre Zurich West in Lupfig or Zurich North in Glattbrugg. They comply with the tier IV and tier III standards respectively. The new Green data centre on the outskirts of Zurich, which Green took over from Zurich Insurance in May 2016, will also be available shortly. The three colocation data centres are linked by a high-performance fibre optics ring which enables a variety of redundancy concepts to be implemented.

Customers who do not want to perform specific work on their hardware themselves can now also request remote hands services from Green. Predefined work is then carried out by Green on site.

Green Colocation is an all-inclusive package and comprises connection of the rack to the power supply, secure access to the customer’s own hardware and a Green internet connection. The carrier can also be chosen from a further 40 network providers. Rack units ordered online are ready to be used within 24 hours. Green Colo Basic, the new entry-level package, is available from as little as 280 Swiss francs per month.

More information on the range and the prices can be found at www.greendatacenter.ch

Images are available under the following link.
About the green.ch Group

The green.ch Group comprises the two companies green.ch and Green Datacenter AG. green.ch provides private and business customers with high-quality internet connections, hosted, cloud and multimedia services and data backup solutions. Green Datacenter AG provides data center services for medium-sized and large companies in Switzerland, Europe and throughout the world. In Lupfig, in the canton of Aargau, the concern operates greenDatacenter Zurich West, which is the first data centre in Switzerland to be constructed in accordance with the TIER IV standard. The company offers colocation services and also leases out data centre space, including emergency workstations. In total, the company looks after the needs of approximately 100,000 customers.
green.ch AG and Green Datacenter AG are part of the Altice Group.

Further information is available at www.green.ch or www.greendatacenter.ch
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